SUNDAY GOSPEL ACTIVITIES
The Epiphany of the Lord | Matthew 2:1-12

Across

1. King _______ thought Jesus would be a threat to his kingdom.
3. Another word for “wise men”.
6. Our Gospel is from the Gospel according to _____________.

Down

2. Today we celebrate the “_______” of the Lord; or the Feast of the “_______”.
4. The magi followed a _______ to find the place of Jesus’ birth.
5. In this Gospel we remember the three wise men who visited _______ when he was born.
Across

1. King _______ thought Jesus would be a threat to his kingdom. [HEROD]
2. Today we celebrate the “______” of the Lord; or the Feast of the “______”. [EPHANY]
3. Another word for “wise men”. [MAGI]
4. The magi followed a ______ to find the place of Jesus’ birth. [STAR]
5. In this Gospel we remember the three wise men who visited ______ when he was born. [JESUS]
6. Our Gospel is from the Gospel according to _______________. [MATTHEW]

Down